WEST CAMPUS UPDATE: 12/21/2019 - 1/10/2020

BIOMEDICAL INNOVATIONS BUILDING 1 (BMI)

• The project has received a Temporary Certificate of Occupancy (TCO) with the final approval scheduled for the new year. Governor’s Lane, Jordan Way & Cooper Lane have reopened to pedestrians.
• Interior work is mostly complete, commissioning and start-up continues.
• Furniture deliveries & install continue.
• The construction trailers will be removed from South Pasteur Drive on Saturday 12/21, expect some traffic delays.

CHEM-H AND THE WU TSAI NEUROSCIENCES INSTITUTE

• The project has received TCO.
• Lab fit-up activities have begun.
• Exterior wood ceiling and planter work continue.
• Commissioning of MEP systems continues.
• Road work around the building continues.
• Potential Saturday and Sunday work on-site.

Work Hours:
6am - 3:30pm

Project Contacts:
Stacey Yuen, Project Manager, syuen23@stanford.edu
Maggie Burgett, Project Executive, burgett@stanford.edu

Visit headsup.stanford.edu for more information on our projects and to subscribe to weekly updates.

HEADS UP is produced by

Stanford Land, Buildings & Real Estate

Thank you in advance for your understanding and cooperation.
WEST CAMPUS UPDATE: 12/21/2019 - 1/10/2020

**ROTH DISTRICT WORK CENTER**
- Trellis columns are poured & install is starting.
- Exterior concrete & landscaping starting.
- Exterior stucco finish finished.
- Roof is loaded, pending weather to finish.
- Interior trim & finishes ongoing.

**CENTER FOR ACADEMIC MEDICINE**
- Precast Panel Erection will be ongoing in the courtyard and south elevation.
- Exterior Framing for window wall installation is ongoing.
- Exterior Window Wall installation has started on Level 1 and Level 2.
- Interior Framing for Priority walls will continue on Level 2 & Level 3.
- Overhead MEP will be ongoing for Level 2 & Level 3.

**CHEMISTRY ADMIN MODULAR BUILDING**
- Continue underground utilities. Watch for flaggers in the Lomita Parking Lot.
- Begin modular building deliveries and installation.

**MAIN QUAD - SLOAN MATHEMATICS CORNER COURTYARD**
- Night work will take place Sunday night through Thursday night, 10pm-6am.

**Work Hours**
- 7am - 4pm

**Project Contact**
- Marshall Wheel, Sr. Project Manager, mwheel@stanford.edu
- Kevin Irwin, Project Manager, kevin.irwin@stanford.edu

Visit headsup.stanford.edu for more information on our projects and to subscribe to weekly updates.

HEADS UP is produced by Stanford Land, Buildings & Real Estate

Thank you in advance for your understanding and cooperation.